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‣ A gravitational wave is created during the non-spherical 
acceleration of one or several massive objects (variation of 
quadrupolar moment) : 
• emission: asymetric collapse, bodies in orbits or coalescing, ... 
• no emission: isolated, spherical body possibly in rotation 
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‣Modification of distance between 2 objects:  
• Elastic deformation proportional to the distance between the 2 

obj., 
• Transverse deformation: perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation (different from ripples on water !), 
• Two components of polarisation : h+ and h⨉ 

deformation wave amplitude
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Supermassive black hole binaries
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‣ Observations of Sgr A*, a dark massive object 
of 4.5x106 MSun at the centre of Milky Way. 

‣ Supermassive Black Hole are indirectly 
observed in the centre of a large number of 
galaxies (Active Galactic Nuclei). 

‣ Observations of galaxies mergers. 
→ MBH binaries should exist. 

‣ Observations of double AGN

NGC 6240 (Komossa et al. ApJ 582 L15)
Antennae galaxies 
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Supermassive black hole binaries
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‣ GW emission: 3 phases: 
• Inspiral: Post-Newtonian, 
• Merger: Numerical relativity, 
• Ringdown: Oscillation of the                                                       

resulting MBH. 

‣ No full waveform but several approximations exist :  
• Phenomenological waveform, 
• Effective One                                                                               

Body, 
• …  

propagation time, the events have a combined signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 24 [45].
Only the LIGO detectors were observing at the time of

GW150914. The Virgo detector was being upgraded,
and GEO 600, though not sufficiently sensitive to detect
this event, was operating but not in observational
mode. With only two detectors the source position is
primarily determined by the relative arrival time and
localized to an area of approximately 600 deg2 (90%
credible region) [39,46].
The basic features of GW150914 point to it being

produced by the coalescence of two black holes—i.e.,
their orbital inspiral and merger, and subsequent final black
hole ringdown. Over 0.2 s, the signal increases in frequency
and amplitude in about 8 cycles from 35 to 150 Hz, where
the amplitude reaches a maximum. The most plausible
explanation for this evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting
masses, m1 and m2, due to gravitational-wave emission. At
the lower frequencies, such evolution is characterized by
the chirp mass [11]

M ¼ ðm1m2Þ3=5

ðm1 þm2Þ1=5
¼ c3

G

!
5

96
π−8=3f−11=3 _f

"
3=5

;

where f and _f are the observed frequency and its time
derivative and G and c are the gravitational constant and
speed of light. Estimating f and _f from the data in Fig. 1,
we obtain a chirp mass of M≃ 30M⊙, implying that the
total mass M ¼ m1 þm2 is ≳70M⊙ in the detector frame.
This bounds the sum of the Schwarzschild radii of the
binary components to 2GM=c2 ≳ 210 km. To reach an
orbital frequency of 75 Hz (half the gravitational-wave
frequency) the objects must have been very close and very
compact; equal Newtonian point masses orbiting at this
frequency would be only ≃350 km apart. A pair of
neutron stars, while compact, would not have the required
mass, while a black hole neutron star binary with the
deduced chirp mass would have a very large total mass,
and would thus merge at much lower frequency. This
leaves black holes as the only known objects compact
enough to reach an orbital frequency of 75 Hz without
contact. Furthermore, the decay of the waveform after it
peaks is consistent with the damped oscillations of a black
hole relaxing to a final stationary Kerr configuration.
Below, we present a general-relativistic analysis of
GW150914; Fig. 2 shows the calculated waveform using
the resulting source parameters.

III. DETECTORS

Gravitational-wave astronomy exploits multiple, widely
separated detectors to distinguish gravitational waves from
local instrumental and environmental noise, to provide
source sky localization, and to measure wave polarizations.
The LIGO sites each operate a single Advanced LIGO

detector [33], a modified Michelson interferometer (see
Fig. 3) that measures gravitational-wave strain as a differ-
ence in length of its orthogonal arms. Each arm is formed
by two mirrors, acting as test masses, separated by
Lx ¼ Ly ¼ L ¼ 4 km. A passing gravitational wave effec-
tively alters the arm lengths such that the measured
difference is ΔLðtÞ ¼ δLx − δLy ¼ hðtÞL, where h is the
gravitational-wave strain amplitude projected onto the
detector. This differential length variation alters the phase
difference between the two light fields returning to the
beam splitter, transmitting an optical signal proportional to
the gravitational-wave strain to the output photodetector.
To achieve sufficient sensitivity to measure gravitational

waves, the detectors include several enhancements to the
basic Michelson interferometer. First, each arm contains a
resonant optical cavity, formed by its two test mass mirrors,
that multiplies the effect of a gravitational wave on the light
phase by a factor of 300 [48]. Second, a partially trans-
missive power-recycling mirror at the input provides addi-
tional resonant buildup of the laser light in the interferometer
as a whole [49,50]: 20Wof laser input is increased to 700W
incident on the beam splitter, which is further increased to
100 kW circulating in each arm cavity. Third, a partially
transmissive signal-recycling mirror at the output optimizes

FIG. 2. Top: Estimated gravitational-wave strain amplitude
from GW150914 projected onto H1. This shows the full
bandwidth of the waveforms, without the filtering used for Fig. 1.
The inset images show numerical relativity models of the black
hole horizons as the black holes coalesce. Bottom: The Keplerian
effective black hole separation in units of Schwarzschild radii
(RS ¼ 2GM=c2) and the effective relative velocity given by the
post-Newtonian parameter v=c ¼ ðGMπf=c3Þ1=3, where f is the
gravitational-wave frequency calculated with numerical relativity
and M is the total mass (value from Table I).

PRL 116, 061102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
12 FEBRUARY 2016

061102-3
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Gultekin 2009

16 Scientific objectives
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Figure 2.4: Gravitational wave signals from massive black hole binaries (MBHBs): (a) gravitational wave
energy (upper) and generic waveform (lower) for a massive black hole binary system illustrating the
successive inspiral, plunge, merge, and ringdown phases; (b) two simulated waveforms, illustrating how
the waveforms are highly sensitive to the binary system parameters, including the mass and spin of each
component, as well as the detailed orbit geometry; (c) in the currently favored cosmological model,
galaxies form in a hierarchical fashion, starting from small systems at early times, and then growing
via mergers: each galaxy observed today is a consequence of its merger history extending back to high
redshifts. If black holes formed at early times, they will have followed the merger hierarchy of their host
galaxies. Black hole mergers are therefore expected to be common events.
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Figure 2.5: Gravitational wave signals from ‘extreme mass ratio inspiral’ systems (EMRIs): (a) schematic
of the associated spacetime (Drasco & Hughes, 2006; Amaro-Seoane et al., 2013); (b) segments of generic
waveforms, showing the plus-polarised waves produced by a test mass orbiting a 106MØ black hole spin-
ning at 90 per cent of the maximal rate allowed by general relativity, at a distance D from the observer
(Drasco & Hughes, 2006; Amaro-Seoane et al., 2013). Top panel: slightly eccentric and inclined retro-
grade orbit modestly far from the horizon, in which the amplitude modulation is mostly due to Lense–
Thirring precession of the orbit plane. Bottom panel: highly eccentric and inclined prograde orbit closer
to the horizon, in which the more eccentric orbit produces sharp spikes at each pericentre passage.
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- Barausse MNRAS 
423,2533 (2012) 

- Klein et al. PRD PRD 
93,024003 (2016)
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Compact solar mass binaries
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‣ Large number of stars are in binary system.  

‣ Evolution in white dwarf (WD) and neutron stars (NS). 
=> existence of WD-WD, NS-WD and NS-NS binaries 

‣ Estimation for the Galaxy: 60 millions. 

‣ Gravitational waves: 
• most part in the slow inspiral regime                                                          

(quasi-monochromatic): GW at mHz 
• few are coalescing: GW event of few                                                        

seconds at f > 10 Hz (LIGO/Virgo) 

‣ Several known system emitting around the mHz 
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Extreme Mass Ratio Inspirals
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‣ Capture of a “small” object by massive 
black hole (10 – 106 MSun) 
• Mass ratio > 200 
• GW gives information on the geometry 

around the black hole.  
• Test General Relativity in stong field 
• Frequency : 0.1 mHz to 0.1 Hz  
• Large number of source could be 

observed by space-based interferometer
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EMRIs
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‣ Extreme Mass Ratio Inspiral: small compact objects (10 
MSun) orbiting around a SuperMassive black hole 
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Black Hole Binaries
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‣ LIGO/Virgo-type sources:   
binaries with 2 black holes 
of few tens solar masses. 

‣ During most part of the 
inspiral time, emission in 
the mHz band                                        
=> multi-observatories                               
GW astronomy

A. Sesana, 
PRL 116, 

231102 (2016)
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Cosmological backgrounds
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‣ Variety of cosmological sources for stochastic background : 
• First order phase transition in the very early Universe 
• Cosmic strings network 
• …
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Unknown sources 
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‣ High potential of discovery in the mHz GW band ?

?
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History of LISA
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‣ 1978: first study based on a rigid structure (NASA) 

‣ 1980s: studies with 3 free-falling spacecrafts(US) 

‣ 1993: proposal ESA/NASA: 4 spacecrafts 

‣ 1996-2000: pre-phase A report 

‣ 2000-2010: LISA and LISAPathfinder: ESA/NASA mission 

‣ 2011: NASA stops => ESA continue: reduce mission 

‣ 2012: selection of JUICE L1 ESA 

‣ 2013: selection of ESA L3 : « The gravitational Universe » 

‣ 2015-2016: success of LISAPathfinder + detection GWs
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LISA at ESA 
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‣ 25/10/2016   : Call for mission 
‣ 13/01/2017   : submission of «LISA proposal» (LISA consortium)   
‣ 8/3/2017      : Phase 0 mission (CDF 8/3/17 → 5/5/17) 
‣ 20/06/2017   : LISA mission approved by SPC 
‣ 8/3/2017      : Phase 0 payload (CDF June → November 2017) 
‣ 2018→2020   : competitive phase A : 2 companies compete  
‣ 2020→2021   : B1: start industrial implementation 
‣ 2021-2022     : mission adoption 
‣ During about 8.5 years : construction 
‣ 2030-2034     : launch Ariane 6.4 
‣ 1.5 years for transfert 
‣ 4 years of nominal mission 
‣ Possible extension to 10 years 

GW observations !
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 « The LISA Proposal »
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https://www.elisascience.org/
files/publications/

LISA_L3_20170120.pdf

https://www.elisascience.org/files/publications/LISA_L3_20170120.pdf
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LISA
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‣ Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 
‣ 3 spacecrafts on heliocentric orbits and distant from few 

millions kilometers (2.5 millions km in the proposal L3) 
‣ Goal: detect relative distance changes of 10-21: few picometers 
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LISA

22

‣ Spacecraft (SC) should only be sensible to gravity:  
• the spacecraft protects test-masses (TMs) from external forces 

and always adjusts itself on it using micro-thrusters 
• Readout:  

- interferometric (sensitive axis) 
- capacitive sensing
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LISAPathfinder
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‣ Technological demonstrator for LISA
LISA :  
‣ 3 spacecraft separated by millions of km 
‣ Role of each spacecraft is to protect the 

fiducial test masses from external forces
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LISAPathfinder
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‣ Technological demonstrator for LISA
LISA :  
Locally measure distance from TM to SC using: 
‣ Laser interferometry along sensitive axis 

(between SC)  
‣ Capacitive sensing on orthogonal axes 
‣ TM displacement measurements are used 

as input to DFACS which controls position 
and attitude of SC respect to the TM
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LISAPathfinder
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‣ Technological demonstrator for LISA
LISA :  
‣ Measure distance along using laser 

interferometry 

(TM1→SC1) + (SC1→SC2) + (SC2→TM2) 
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LISAPathfinder
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‣ Technological demonstrator for LISA
LISAPathfinder:  
‣ 2 test masses / 2 inertial sensors 
‣ Laser readout of TM1→SC and TM1→TM2 
‣ Capacitive readout of all 6 d.o.f. of TM 
‣ Drag-Free and Attitude Control System 
‣ Micro-newton thrusters
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LISAPathfinder timeline
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LISAPathfinder timeline
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‣ 3/12/2015: Launch from Kourou   

‣ 22/01/2016: arrived on final orbit & separation of propulsion module 

‣ 17/12/2015 → 01/03/2016: commissioning 

‣ 01/03/2016 → 27/06/2016: LTP operations (Europe) 

‣ 27/06/2016 → 11/2016: DRS operations (US) + few LTP weeks  

‣ 01/12/2016 → 31/06/2017: extension of LTP operations  
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LISAPathfinder
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‣ Basic idea: Reduce one LISA arm in one SC. 

‣  LISAPathfinder is testing  : 
• Inertial sensor, 
• Drag-free and attitude control system 
• Interferometric measurement between 2 free-falling test-masses, 
• Micro-thrusters
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The instrument - LTP
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• Gravitational Reference 
Sensor  

• Optical Bench 
• Lampe UV 
• Laser  
• Compensation mass 
• Under vacuum 
• Caging Mechanism 
• Thermal and magnetic 

monitoring
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The measurement - deltaG
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deltaG = d2(o12)/dt2 - Stiff * o12 - Gain * Fx2
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by Joseph Martino
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Optical bench
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deltaG = d2(o12)/dt2 - Stiff * o12 - Gain * Fx2
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Requirements: LPF vs LISA
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‣Main LISAPathfinder (LPF) measurement : Δg : differential  
acceleration between the 2 test-masses

4.24 x 10-15 = √2 x 3 x 10-15

Relaxed requirement  
because in LISA-2011 dominated  
by interferometric measurement 
noises (shot noise + ...)  
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Requirements: LPF vs LISA 
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Why the LISAPathfinder requirements are restricted compare 
to LISA ones ?  
‣We understand limitations with LISAPathfinder and correct 

for them in LISA 
‣ Short arm limitation : 

• Gravitational field not perfectly flat  
=> constant electrostatic actuation                                                           
on test- mass 2 

‣ f > 1 mHz : limit duration of                                        
industrial testing 
‣ Industrial margin
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by Joseph Martino
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‣ Results M. Armano et al. PRL 116, 231101 (2016)
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‣ Results M. Armano et al. PRL 116, 231101 (2016)

Interferometric noise   
Not real test-mass motion  
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‣Optical measurement system: 
• Interferometric precision: 

30 fm.Hz-1/2 
• Orientation of test-masses
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‣ Results M. Armano et al. PRL 116, 231101 (2016)

Brownian noise 
Molecules within the noise  
hit test-masses   

Interferometric noise   
Not real test-mass motion  
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‣ Noise in 1–10 mHz: 
brownian noise due to 
residual pressure: 
• Molecules within the housing 

hitting the test-masses   
• Possible residual outgassing 

‣ Evolution: 
• Pressure decreases with time 

‣  For LISA:  
• Better evacuation system …  

pump ? M. Armano et al. PRL 116, 231101 (2016)
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‣ Results M. Armano et al. PRL 116, 231101 (2016)

Low frequency noise:  
actuation noie + ...

Brownian noise 
Molecules within the noise  
hit test-masses   

Interferometric noise   
Not real test-mass motion  
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‣ Noise in 0.1 – 1 mHz: not  
yet completely 
understood but seems: 
• to evolve with time 
• to have 1/f slope ? 
• Temperature ? Actuation ? 

‣Work in progress … 

‣ For f < 0.1 mHz:  
• just few long noise 

measurements                         
M. Armano et al. PRL 116, 231101 (2016)
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‣ Introduction 

‣ Gravitational wave sources around the mHz 

‣ Free fall in space: LISAPathfinder 

‣ Long arm interferometry: Time Delay Interferometry 

‣ Noise sources  

‣ Sensitivity  

‣ Response to GW and orbital motion  

‣ Data analysis 

‣ Conclusion
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‣ Problem with 2.5x109 m : A laser beam cannot make a 
round trip because too much intensity is lost. 
• 100pW received for 1 Watt emitted. 

‣Measurement with one arm                                         
and interference between                                           
two incoherent lasers in phase : 
• Distant laser  
• Local laser. 

‣ 6 measurements … at least!
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s1 = sGW
1 + sShotNoise

1 + Dreal
3 p�lasernoise

2 � plasernoise
1 � 2�Acc.Noise

46

‣ Phase shift between the two beams measured by phasemeter. 
‣ Beams from an external spacecraft, are delayed :  

• delay operator Direal :  

‣ The measurement :
Dreal

i x(t) = x

�
t� Lreal

i

c

⇥

.
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‣ Pre-processing of the science data, 

‣ Combinations of delayed measurements to reduce laser noise:  
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‣ Time Delay Interferometry:   
• Combine delayed measurements to reduce laser noises, optical 

bench noises, … ? 
• Algebraic development: many combinations (generators) 

• Different precisions level 
- 1st generation: rigid formation of LISA : Di’ s = Di s, 
- generation 1.5: Sagnac effect : Di’ s ≠ Di s but Dj Di s = Di Dj s, 
- 2nd generation: flexing and Sagnac effect : Dj Di s ≠ Di  Dj s

Vallisneri,  gr-qc/0504145 (2005)

Tinto & Durandhar, Revue Living Rev. Rel. 8 p 4 (2005) 
Durandhar, Nayak & Vinet, PRD 65 102002 (2002)
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‣ TDI generation 1 

‣ TDI generation 1.5 

‣ TDI 2nd generation: until 7 delay operators combined
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‣ Reduction of laser noises by 8 orders of magnitude !

A GW is 
hidden 
here !

Phasemeter 
(cut off due to the filter 

required for 
 digitalization of signal)

Petiteau & al, Phys. Rev. D  (2008)

√
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D
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‣ Exchange of laser beam to form several interferometers 

‣ Phasemeter measurements on each of the 6 Optical Benches: 
• Distant OB vs local OB  
• Test-mass vs OB 
• Reference using adjacent OB 
• Transmission using sidebands 
• Distance between spacecrafts 

‣ Noises sources: 
• Laser noise : 10-13 (vs 10-21) 
• Clock noise (3 clocks)  
• Acceleration noise (see LPF) 
• Read-out noises 

Ch
ap

te
r2
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DFACS

Back-link
fibre

Fibre
coupler

Transmitted light: 1 W

Received light: 300 pW

Transmitted light: 1 W

Received light: 300 pW

Micro-Newton
thrusters

Science
interferometer

Reference
interferometer

Test mass interferometer

Science
interferometer

Reference
interferometer

Test mass interferometer

Capacitive test
mass readout

Telescope

Telescope

Figure 2.3: Interferometric measurement on one LISA satellite, exemplarily explained
for the horizontal OB. Light of a local laser (red) is used for transmission to the distant
S/C and to sense the space-time variation between for GW interaction. Simultaneously,
the light interfers on the local optical bench with the received weak light (wine red)
to form the science interferometer beatnote. The test mass motion is read out in the
TM interferometer using light (orange) from the adjacent optical bench transmitted
through a back-link fibre. The reference IFO directly compares local laser and adjacent
local laser. Moreover, the spacecraft is controlled by DFACS including TM position
readout and thruster actuation such that the S/C follows the test masses.

its variation due to GW is combined from three interferometric measurements:
TM-to-OB on the far spacecraft, OB-to-OB between sending and receiving S/C, and
OB-to-TM on the receiving spacecraft. This concept is called ‘split interferometry
configuration’ and we will come back to it in Sec. 2.5.

Laser light from the adjacent optical bench (orange) is used for the interferometric
TM readout. Since the benches are not rigidly connected to provide the angular
pointing flexibility of ±1¶ (Sec. 2.1.2), the OB-to-OB connection is established by
an extensile optical fibre. Laser light is transmitted through this so-called back-link

 © M. Otto, PhD thesis (2016)
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DFACS

ADC

Phasemeter
USO

Low pass

Down-link to Earth

Back-link
fibre

Fibre
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Transmitted light: 1 W

Received light: 300 pW

Transmitted light: 1 W

Received light: 300 pW

Micro-Newton
thrusters

filter

Telescope

Telescope

Figure 2.4: Complete LISA measurement principle. Each interferometric output is
fed into an anti-alias filter to suppress mirrored noise > 20 MHz and then into an
analog-to-digital converter, which is triggered from an ultra-stable oscillator providing
a time reference. The phase of the digitised data is determined to microcycle precision
in a phasemeter, low-pass filtered and downsampled and then transmitted to Earth
for further data processing and analysis.

and limiting the overall performance. Additionally, the ADCs on each S/C contribute
inherent jitter. Therefore, the inclusion of a pilot tone, i.e., a stable sinusoidal
reference signal derived from the USO, will be used for ADC jitter correction [Bar15].
In order to suppress the di�erential clock jitter of the three onboard USOs, a clock
tone transfer chain was proposed by [BTS+10] using sideband (SB) modulations
with amplified clock noise on the outgoing light. After defining one of the clocks as
a reference, these SB modulations yield su�cient data to completely remove the
clock noise and allow for correction of relative clock drifts in post-processing with
respect to one clock chosen as the master clock [WKB+13]. We will discuss this
issue in detail in Ch. 4.

 © M. Otto, PhD thesis (2016)
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‣ Use sidebands to transfer clock noise 

‣Modulation of laser with a pseudo-random code to measure 
the absolute distance at a precision of 30cm. 
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Draft Version
LISA
Noise budget & TDI Split Interfer-

ometry

Ref : LISA-APC-TN-XXXX
Issue : 1 Revision : 1
Date : 2017-01-19 Page : 5/ 32

1 Formulation of signals and Time Delay Interferometry (TDI)

1.1 Model of signals

The expression of the phasemeter outputs for the split interferometry are described page 125 in
Markus thesis [3]. For the optical bench 1, i.e. the optical bench of spacecraft 1 linked to the
spacecraft 2, there are :
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and for the optical bench 1’, i.e. the optical bench of spacecraft 1 linked to the spacecraft 3,
there are :

sc10(t) = ✓310


h10 + p3;20 � p10 �

�3;20

�3
+

�10

�3
+Nopt,s

10

�
+ b10q1 +N ro,s

10 (5)

⌧10(t) = ✓110
h
p1 � p10 + µ1 +Nopt,⌧

10

i
+ b10q1 +N ro,⌧

10 (6)

✏10(t) = ✓110


p1 � p10 + 2

✓
��10

�1
+

�10

�1

◆
+ µ1 +Nopt,✏

10

�
+ b10q1 +N ro,✏

10 (7)

ssb10 (t) = ✓310


h10 + p3;20 � p10 +m3q3;20 �m10q1 �

�3;20

�3
+

�10

�3
+Nopt,sb

10

�
+ c10q1 +N ro,sb

10

(8)

The signals for the optical benches of the other spacecrafts are obtained by circular permu-
tation.

The terms are :

• sci : scientific interferometer measurement at the carrier frequency,

• ssbi : scientific interferometer measurement at the sideband frequency,

• ⌧i : reference interferometer measurement

• ✏i : test-mass interferometer measurement

• ✓ji : factor to track of the sign of the phasemeter input

• hi : gravitational wave signal on the link

• pi : laser noise

• �i : optical bench displacement noise projected along the arm :

�i = 2⇡~�i.~ni0+2 and �i0 = �2⇡~�i0 .~ni+1 (9)
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• �i : test mass displacement noise projected along the arm (acceleration noise):

�i = 2⇡~�i.~ni0+2 and �i0 = �2⇡~�i0 .~ni+1 (10)

• N ro,s
i , N ro,⌧

i , N ro,✏
i N ro,sb

i : Read-out noises, i.e. all noises from the photodiode to the
output of the phasemeter (to be checked)

• Nopt,s
i , Nopt,⌧

i , Nopt,✏
i Nopt,sb

i : Optical noise, i.e. all noises on the two interfering beams be-
fore the photodiode of the scientific interferometer at the carrier frequency (to be checked)

• µi : noise of the back link optical fiber from optical bench i to optical bench i0

• qi : noise of the clock of spacecraft i

• ai : translation factor of the clock noise for the scientific interferometer at the carrier
frequency :

ai =
|fi0+1!i � fi|

fPT,i
and ai0 =

|fi+2!i0 � fi0 |
fPT,i

(11)

• bi : translation factor of the clock noise for the reference interferometer and the test-mass
interferometer :

bi =
|fi0 � fi|
fPT,i

and bi0 =
|fi � fi0 |
fPT,i

(12)

• ci : translation factor of the clock noise for the scientific interferometer at the sideband
frequency :

ci =

��f sb
i0+1!i � f sb

i

��
fPT,i

and ci0 =

��f sb
i+2!i0 � f sb

i0
��

fPT,i
(13)

The x;i correspond to the application of a real delay :

x;i(t) ⌘ Dix(t) ⌘ x

✓
t� Li(t)

c

◆
(14)

1.2 TDI

1.2.1 Intermeditate TDI step 1: optical bench displacement noise suppression

The data ⇠i combine the measurements sci , ✏i and ⌧i to suppress the optical bench displacement
noise (more details in Markus’ thesis section 4.3.2 ) :

⇠1 = sc1 � ✓2
0

1 ✓
10
1
�10

�20

✏1(t)� ⌧1(t)

2
� ✓2

0
1 ✓

20
2
�2

�20

✏20;3(t)� ⌧20;3(t)

2
(15)

⇠10 = sc10 � ✓310✓
1
10
�1

�3

✏10(t)� ⌧10(t)

2
� ✓310✓

30
3
�3

�30

✏3;20(t)� ⌧3;20(t)

2
(16)

The signals from other spacecraft are obtained by circular permutation. The x;i correspond
to the application of a estimated delay :

x;i(t) ⌘ Dix(t) ⌘ x

✓
t� Li(t)

c

◆
(17)
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‣ Optical bench 1 : 

‣ Optical bench 1’
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‣ Intermediate TDI: first step  
• Step 1: Combine science and test mass interferometers 

=> Suppression of optical bench displacement noises 
• Step 2: Combine with reference interferometers 

=> Suppression of 3 free running laser noises  
• Step 3: Combine with sidebands 

=> Clock noise removable  

‣ Then apply on the results of step 3 the regular TDI 
combination. With real orbits you need at least the 
generation 2 

M. Otto, PhD thesis (2016)
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‣With 6 links, there is a large numbers of possible TDI 
combinations: generators  

‣ Usual ones: 
• X, Y, Z: Michelson equivalent 
• A, E: the 2 noises uncorrelated channel = equivalent to 2 

independent detectors 
• T: “Sagnac” or “null channel”: very weak response to GW   
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‣ Introduction 

‣ Gravitational wave sources in the mHz band 

‣ LISA: Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

‣ Free fall in space: LISAPathfinder 

‣ Long arm interferometry: Time Delay Interferometry 

‣ Noise sources  

‣ Sensitivity  

‣ Response to GW and orbital motion  

‣ Data analysis 
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‣ Due to residual forces acting on the test-mass 

‣ Obtain via LISAPathfinder measurements 

with 
S
acc

(f) = S
acc,unmodelled

+ S
acc,brownian

S
acc,unmodelled

(f) = (c
acc,red

)2
 ✓

2⇥ 10�5

f

◆10

+

✓
1⇥ 10�4

f

◆2
!

+ (c
acc,flat

)2
 
1 +

✓
f

8⇥ 10�3

◆4
!

S
acc,brownian

= constant
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‣ Composition of a number of effects: 

• If k = s or sb => P1 = Prec and P2 = Plocal,1 

• If k = 𝜏 or 𝜀 => P2 = Plocal,1 and P2 = Plocal,2
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‣ Due to the small number of photons in the incoming beam 
• Emitted laser power: 
• Received laser intensity: 

• Received laser power on the optical bench: 

• Shot noise:

Ired =
⇡ Ptel d2tel

2 L2
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⇥ ↵2e�
2

↵2

⇣
e

1
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⌘
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‣ Electronic noise associated to the photodiode
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‣ RIN: Relative Intensity Noise: 
• For a balanced detection, the phase noise contribution from RIN 

is 

‣ Phasemeter measurement noise: 

• Correlated term: 

• Uncorrelated term:

D
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‣ Noises on the optical path:
telescope

pointing (tilt to length) 

line of sight 
alignement (OB/TM)

stray light science 
interferometer

PAAM

S

opt,k,m

(f) =
�
M(f)xtel

opn

�2

+
�
M(f)xpointing

opn

�2

+
�
M(f)xalign

opn

�2

+
�
M(f)xSLs

opn

�2

+
�
M(f)xPAAM

opn
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‣ Unmodelled interferometer noise 

‣ Backlink noise 

‣ Residual laser noise after TDI
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‣ Introduction 

‣ Gravitational wave sources in the mHz band 

‣ LISA: Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

‣ Free fall in space: LISAPathfinder 

‣ Long arm interferometry: Time Delay Interferometry 

‣ Noise sources  

‣ Sensitivity  

‣ Response to GW and orbital motion  

‣ Data analysis 

‣ Conclusion
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‣ Noise budget in 3 points: 
• Low frequencies: acceleration noise (unperfect free-falling of the 

test) 
• High frequency: interferometric measurements noise 
• Pre-processing pour réduire une partie des bruits (TDI)
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Figure 2.3: Interferometric measurement on one LISA satellite, exemplarily explained
for the horizontal OB. Light of a local laser (red) is used for transmission to the distant
S/C and to sense the space-time variation between for GW interaction. Simultaneously,
the light interfers on the local optical bench with the received weak light (wine red)
to form the science interferometer beatnote. The test mass motion is read out in the
TM interferometer using light (orange) from the adjacent optical bench transmitted
through a back-link fibre. The reference IFO directly compares local laser and adjacent
local laser. Moreover, the spacecraft is controlled by DFACS including TM position
readout and thruster actuation such that the S/C follows the test masses.

its variation due to GW is combined from three interferometric measurements:
TM-to-OB on the far spacecraft, OB-to-OB between sending and receiving S/C, and
OB-to-TM on the receiving spacecraft. This concept is called ‘split interferometry
configuration’ and we will come back to it in Sec. 2.5.

Laser light from the adjacent optical bench (orange) is used for the interferometric
TM readout. Since the benches are not rigidly connected to provide the angular
pointing flexibility of ±1¶ (Sec. 2.1.2), the OB-to-OB connection is established by
an extensile optical fibre. Laser light is transmitted through this so-called back-link
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‣ Standard sensitivity, so called “strain sensitivity” or “strain 
linear spectral density” is    

‣ Response to GW: 
• Depends on orbits (see later) 
• Depends on frequency partially due to TDI  
• Computation:  

- Analytic approximation 
- Using simulators: PSD of TDI X with as input 192 white 

stochastic GWs isotropically distributed on sky 

S(f) =

s
Resp

Noise

Resp
GW

=

s
PSD

Noise

PSD
average GW
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for the horizontal OB. Light of a local laser (red) is used for transmission to the distant
S/C and to sense the space-time variation between for GW interaction. Simultaneously,
the light interfers on the local optical bench with the received weak light (wine red)
to form the science interferometer beatnote. The test mass motion is read out in the
TM interferometer using light (orange) from the adjacent optical bench transmitted
through a back-link fibre. The reference IFO directly compares local laser and adjacent
local laser. Moreover, the spacecraft is controlled by DFACS including TM position
readout and thruster actuation such that the S/C follows the test masses.

its variation due to GW is combined from three interferometric measurements:
TM-to-OB on the far spacecraft, OB-to-OB between sending and receiving S/C, and
OB-to-TM on the receiving spacecraft. This concept is called ‘split interferometry
configuration’ and we will come back to it in Sec. 2.5.

Laser light from the adjacent optical bench (orange) is used for the interferometric
TM readout. Since the benches are not rigidly connected to provide the angular
pointing flexibility of ±1¶ (Sec. 2.1.2), the OB-to-OB connection is established by
an extensile optical fibre. Laser light is transmitted through this so-called back-link
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the light interfers on the local optical bench with the received weak light (wine red)
to form the science interferometer beatnote. The test mass motion is read out in the
TM interferometer using light (orange) from the adjacent optical bench transmitted
through a back-link fibre. The reference IFO directly compares local laser and adjacent
local laser. Moreover, the spacecraft is controlled by DFACS including TM position
readout and thruster actuation such that the S/C follows the test masses.

its variation due to GW is combined from three interferometric measurements:
TM-to-OB on the far spacecraft, OB-to-OB between sending and receiving S/C, and
OB-to-TM on the receiving spacecraft. This concept is called ‘split interferometry
configuration’ and we will come back to it in Sec. 2.5.

Laser light from the adjacent optical bench (orange) is used for the interferometric
TM readout. Since the benches are not rigidly connected to provide the angular
pointing flexibility of ±1¶ (Sec. 2.1.2), the OB-to-OB connection is established by
an extensile optical fibre. Laser light is transmitted through this so-called back-link
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the light interfers on the local optical bench with the received weak light (wine red)
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TM interferometer using light (orange) from the adjacent optical bench transmitted
through a back-link fibre. The reference IFO directly compares local laser and adjacent
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its variation due to GW is combined from three interferometric measurements:
TM-to-OB on the far spacecraft, OB-to-OB between sending and receiving S/C, and
OB-to-TM on the receiving spacecraft. This concept is called ‘split interferometry
configuration’ and we will come back to it in Sec. 2.5.

Laser light from the adjacent optical bench (orange) is used for the interferometric
TM readout. Since the benches are not rigidly connected to provide the angular
pointing flexibility of ±1¶ (Sec. 2.1.2), the OB-to-OB connection is established by
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‣ Analytic approximation
p
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‣ Charceristic strain sensitivity: 

‣ Useful to compare directly with sources
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‣ Introduction 

‣ Gravitational wave sources in the mHz band 

‣ LISA: Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

‣ Free fall in space: LISAPathfinder 

‣ Long arm interferometry: Time Delay Interferometry 

‣ Noise sources  

‣ Sensitivity  

‣ Response to GW and orbital motion  

‣ Data analysis 

‣ Conclusion
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‣ Between spacecraft at rem  and  spacecraft at rrec (arm unit vector n ) : 
• GW change phase of received beam  
• This phase is measured by a phasemeter 

‣ Measurement : relative laser frequency shift :
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LISA : GWs detection
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‣ Between spacecraft at rem  and  spacecraft at rrec (arm unit vector n ) : 
• GW change phase of received beam  
• This phase is measured by a phasemeter 

‣ Measurement : relative laser frequency shift :
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LISA 
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‣ 3 spacecraft and 6 links (2 for each arm) 
			⇒	3 interferometers (one redundancy) 
‣ Armlength = 2.5x109m to detect GWs at 

10-5 - 1 Hz 

‣ 3 heliocentric orbits : spacecraft in free fall. 
• LISA centre follows the Earth (-20°). 
• 60° between LISA plane & ecliptic plane. 
• Variation of LISA during the year 

⇒	Directional information                                                                     
of GWs.
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‣ 3 spacecraft and 6 links (2 for each arm) 
			⇒	3 interferometers (one redundancy) 
‣ Armlength = 2.5x109m to detect GWs at 

10-5 - 1 Hz

S.V.Dhurandhar, K.R. Nayak, S. Koshti & J.Y. Vinet (2004) 
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‣ Survey type instrument:  
• no pointing  
• observe “all sky every time”   

‣ Depending on the source power and duration, the angular could 
go until 1 deg2  

‣ … but better resolution on other parameters!
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‣ Introduction 

‣ Gravitational wave sources in the mHz band 

‣ LISA: Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

‣ Free fall in space: LISAPathfinder 

‣ Long arm interferometry: Time Delay Interferometry 

‣ Noise sources  

‣ Sensitivity  

‣ Response to GW and orbital motion  

‣ Data analysis 

‣ Conclusion
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LISA data
‣ Data
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Gravitational wave sources 
emitting between 0.02mHz 

and 100 mHz

Calibrations corrections

Resynchronisation (clock)

Time-Delay Interferometry 
reduction of laser noise

 2 data channels TDI non-correlated

Data Analysis of GWs

Catalogs of GWs sources 
with their waveform

Phasemeters (carrier,  
sidebands, distance) 

+ Gravitational Reference  
Sensor  

+ Auxiliary channels 
‘Survey’ type observatory
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LISA data processing
‣ Data volume to be stored:  

• Level L0: about 300 Mo per day 
• Level L1: about 600 Mo per day 
• Sub-product of the analysis: fews Go per day  
• Level L2 and L3: about 6 Go per day 

=> Storages and archives are not problematic  

‣ The complexity of the data processing is in the analysis  
• all sources together in only 2 independent channels 
• extract the parameters for a maximum number of sources 
• could require a large CPU power

86
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LISA data
‣ Data
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Gravitational wave sources 
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and 100 mHz
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Time-Delay Interferometry 
reduction of laser noise
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LISA data
‣ Data
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Gravitational wave sources 
emitting between 0.02mHz 

and 100 mHz Data Analysis of GWs

Catalogs of GWs sources 
with their waveform

Phasemeters (carrier,  
sidebands, distance) 

+ Gravitational Reference  
Sensor  

+ Auxiliary channels 
‘Survey’ type observatory

L3

L2

Calibrations corrections

Resynchronisation (clock)

Time-Delay Interferometry 
reduction of laser noise

 2 data channels TDI non-correlated

L0

L1
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From L0 to L1
‣ Consolidate the data  

‣ Check data quality 

‣ Calibrations and correction of data (amplitude & time):  

=> convert data in usable measurements 

‣ Correct the main measurements by subtracting various 
effects measured using other channels (a la LISAPathfinder): 
• ex: subtract cross-talk effects 

‣ Synchronise time references (clock) between the 3 
spacecrafts

89
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From L0 to L1: TDI
‣ Time Delay Interferometry:   

• Combine delayed measurements to reduce laser noises, optical 
bench noises, clock noises, … ? 

• Algebraic development : many combinations (generators) 

• Different precisions level 
- 1st generation : rigid formation of LISA : Di’ s = Di s, 
- 1.5 generation : Sagnac effect : Di’ s ≠ Di s but Dj Di s = Di Dj s, 
- 2nd generation : flexing and Sagnac effect : Dj Di s ≠ Di  Dj s

90
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LISA data
‣ Data
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Phasemeters (carrier,  
sidebands, distance) 

+ Gravitational Reference  
Sensor  

+ Auxiliary channels 

L0
Calibrations corrections

Resynchronisation (clock)

Time-Delay Interferometry 
reduction of laser noise

‘Survey’ type observatory

Data Analysis of GWs

Catalogs of GWs sources 
with their waveform

L1

L3

L2

 2 data channels TDI non-correlated

GW sources 
- 6 x107 galactic binaries 
- 10-100/year SMBHBs 
- 10-1000/year EMRIs 
- large number of Stellar Origin 
BH binaries (LIGO/Virgo) 

- Cosmological backgrounds 
- Unknown sources 
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Galactic binaries
‣ Gravitational wave: 

• quasi monochromatic 

‣ Duration: permanent 

‣ Signal to noise ratio: 
• detected sources: 7 - 1000 
• confusion noise from non-detected sources    

‣ Event rate:  
• 25 000 detected sources   
• more than 10 guarantied sources (verification binaries) 

92
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Galactic binaries
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GW sources 
- 6 x107 galactic binaries 
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Super Massive Black Hole Binaries
‣ Gravitational wave: 

• Inspiral: Post-Newtonian, 
• Merger: Numerical relativity, 
• Ringdown: Oscillation of the                                                       

resulting MBH. 

‣ Duration: between few hours and several months 

‣ Signal to noise ratio: until few thousands 

‣ Event rate: 10-100/year 
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propagation time, the events have a combined signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 24 [45].
Only the LIGO detectors were observing at the time of

GW150914. The Virgo detector was being upgraded,
and GEO 600, though not sufficiently sensitive to detect
this event, was operating but not in observational
mode. With only two detectors the source position is
primarily determined by the relative arrival time and
localized to an area of approximately 600 deg2 (90%
credible region) [39,46].
The basic features of GW150914 point to it being

produced by the coalescence of two black holes—i.e.,
their orbital inspiral and merger, and subsequent final black
hole ringdown. Over 0.2 s, the signal increases in frequency
and amplitude in about 8 cycles from 35 to 150 Hz, where
the amplitude reaches a maximum. The most plausible
explanation for this evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting
masses, m1 and m2, due to gravitational-wave emission. At
the lower frequencies, such evolution is characterized by
the chirp mass [11]

M ¼ ðm1m2Þ3=5

ðm1 þm2Þ1=5
¼ c3

G

!
5

96
π−8=3f−11=3 _f

"
3=5

;

where f and _f are the observed frequency and its time
derivative and G and c are the gravitational constant and
speed of light. Estimating f and _f from the data in Fig. 1,
we obtain a chirp mass of M≃ 30M⊙, implying that the
total mass M ¼ m1 þm2 is ≳70M⊙ in the detector frame.
This bounds the sum of the Schwarzschild radii of the
binary components to 2GM=c2 ≳ 210 km. To reach an
orbital frequency of 75 Hz (half the gravitational-wave
frequency) the objects must have been very close and very
compact; equal Newtonian point masses orbiting at this
frequency would be only ≃350 km apart. A pair of
neutron stars, while compact, would not have the required
mass, while a black hole neutron star binary with the
deduced chirp mass would have a very large total mass,
and would thus merge at much lower frequency. This
leaves black holes as the only known objects compact
enough to reach an orbital frequency of 75 Hz without
contact. Furthermore, the decay of the waveform after it
peaks is consistent with the damped oscillations of a black
hole relaxing to a final stationary Kerr configuration.
Below, we present a general-relativistic analysis of
GW150914; Fig. 2 shows the calculated waveform using
the resulting source parameters.

III. DETECTORS

Gravitational-wave astronomy exploits multiple, widely
separated detectors to distinguish gravitational waves from
local instrumental and environmental noise, to provide
source sky localization, and to measure wave polarizations.
The LIGO sites each operate a single Advanced LIGO

detector [33], a modified Michelson interferometer (see
Fig. 3) that measures gravitational-wave strain as a differ-
ence in length of its orthogonal arms. Each arm is formed
by two mirrors, acting as test masses, separated by
Lx ¼ Ly ¼ L ¼ 4 km. A passing gravitational wave effec-
tively alters the arm lengths such that the measured
difference is ΔLðtÞ ¼ δLx − δLy ¼ hðtÞL, where h is the
gravitational-wave strain amplitude projected onto the
detector. This differential length variation alters the phase
difference between the two light fields returning to the
beam splitter, transmitting an optical signal proportional to
the gravitational-wave strain to the output photodetector.
To achieve sufficient sensitivity to measure gravitational

waves, the detectors include several enhancements to the
basic Michelson interferometer. First, each arm contains a
resonant optical cavity, formed by its two test mass mirrors,
that multiplies the effect of a gravitational wave on the light
phase by a factor of 300 [48]. Second, a partially trans-
missive power-recycling mirror at the input provides addi-
tional resonant buildup of the laser light in the interferometer
as a whole [49,50]: 20Wof laser input is increased to 700W
incident on the beam splitter, which is further increased to
100 kW circulating in each arm cavity. Third, a partially
transmissive signal-recycling mirror at the output optimizes

FIG. 2. Top: Estimated gravitational-wave strain amplitude
from GW150914 projected onto H1. This shows the full
bandwidth of the waveforms, without the filtering used for Fig. 1.
The inset images show numerical relativity models of the black
hole horizons as the black holes coalesce. Bottom: The Keplerian
effective black hole separation in units of Schwarzschild radii
(RS ¼ 2GM=c2) and the effective relative velocity given by the
post-Newtonian parameter v=c ¼ ðGMπf=c3Þ1=3, where f is the
gravitational-wave frequency calculated with numerical relativity
and M is the total mass (value from Table I).

PRL 116, 061102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
12 FEBRUARY 2016

061102-3
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Super Massive Black Hole Binaries
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OG sources 
- 6 x107 galactic binaries 
- 10-100/year SMBHBs 
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EMRIs
‣ Gravitational wave:  

• very complex waveform 
• No precise simulation at the moment 

‣ Duration: about 1 year 

‣ Signal to Noise Ratio: from tens to few hundreds 

‣ Event rate:                                                            
from few events per                                                                                                                                       
year to few                                                                
hundreds
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EMRIs
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OG sources 
- 6 x107 galactic binariess 
- 10-100/year SMBHBs 
- 10-1000/years EMRIs 
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Others sources
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GW sources 
- 6 x107 galactic binaries 
- 10-100/year SMBHBs 
- 10-1000/year EMRIs 
- large number of Stellar Origin 
BH binaries (LIGO/Virgo) 

- Cosmological backgrounds 
- Unknown sources 
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GWs in LISA data
‣ Example of simulated 

data (LISACode):  
• about 100 SMBHs, 
• Galactic binaries

99
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Global analysis
‣ How many parameters in a global model ? 

• Full binary system of black holes: 17 parameters 
- 11 internal param.: masses (2), phase(1), spins(6), eccentricity(2) 
- 6 external param.: position(3), orientation(2), reference time(1) 

• Galactic binaries: quasi-monochromatic binary => 9 parameters 
- f, df/dt, d2f/dt2, phase, tref, sky position(2), orientation(2) 

• SMBHB & EMRIs => 17 parameters 

• SOBH: spin parameters can be neglected => 11 parameters

100
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Global analysis
‣ How many parameters in a global model ? 

• Cosmic string cusps: 5 parameters: 
-  sky position(2), polarisation(1), amplitude(1), reference time(1) 

• Stochastic background: few 10 parameters 

‣ Total number of parameters:  
25000 GBs x 9  
+ 4x(50 SMBHBs + 100 EMRIs ) x 17 
+ 100 SOBHs x 11 
+ 40 cosmic string x 5  
+ 10 (stochastic background) 
= about 240 000 parameters to estimate !
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Global analysis
‣ Global analysis seems impossible ! 

‣ Iterative process, step by step 
• identify most powerful sources 
• subtract them from the data 
• search for the next ones 
• … 

=> Could be quite challenging. 
• Other ideas are welcome
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Simulation

‣ LISACode (new modular version in 
development) 

‣ 2 complementary simulators:  
• TDISim (check TDI) 
• LISADyn (3D dynamic)

103
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LISA Data Challenges
‣Mock LDC: 2005→2011 
‣ Data: few sources + 

simplified noises 
‣ Challenges of increasing 

complexities 
‣ Goals of the MLDC: 
• Check the feasibility of 

LISA data analysis 
• Develop data analysis 

‣ now (2017): start of the 
LDC

104

MLDC 4
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LISA Data Challenges
‣ 2017: start of the LDC 
‣ Additional goal: 
• Design the pipelines of the 

mission 
‣ Example of the potential data 

for LDC1 (from S. Babak)
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Data, signal and noise
‣ The time data d(t) contains: 

• h(t) : signals that can be characterized by a sets of parameters 
- deterministic / stochastic 
- resolvable or not  

• n(t) : noises from  
- instrument itself   
- other sources 

‣ Assumption 1: GW and noise are linearly independent: 

• h(t) : GW perturbation hab(t,x) convolved with instrument 

106

d(t) = hreal(t) + n(t)
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Likelihood
‣ Goal: find the hmodel = hreal 

‣ Likelihood: found by demanding residual compatible with 
noise distribution pn(x): 
• The likelihood of observing d≣{d1,d2,…,dN} where di=d(ti) ,  

is given by: 

    p(d(t)|hreal(t)) = pn(r(t)) = pn(d(t)-hreal(t)) 

‣ So if p(d(t)|hmodel(t)) is compatible with the noise 
distribution: hmodel(t) = hreal(t) 

107
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Likelihood
‣ Usual case: noise is a multi-variate gaussian distribution:   

where the correlation matrix is : 

‣ Generalization for a network of detectors: 

where I, J  labels the detector and i, j the discrete time or 
frequency sample

108

p(d|h) = 1p
det(2⇡Cn)
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Likelihood
‣ Inner product: 

‣ Likelihood: 

‣ If Cn-1 is diagonal with 1/𝜎i2 the inner product is similar to 
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Likelihood
‣ If stationary noise  

➡  Cn only depend to |ti - tj|  
➡  Cn ∼ diagonal in the Fourier domain (Discrete Fourier 

Transform) with on the diagonal Sn,k T/2    

➡  Inner product: 

➡  Continuous limit: 
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Likelihood
‣ If noise Cn is known (i.e. known parameters) and stationary, 

the factor in front is neglected and we only consider the 
logarithm of likelihood:   

‣<d |d> is fixed so the relevant term that is usually used is 
the reduced likelihood:
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Data analysis for deterministic sources
‣ Deterministic sources: binaries, cusps 

‣ Bayesian or frequentist analysis 

‣Most part of the methods are based on match-filtering 
• Core: computation of likelihood: 

• Need for h , the model of the signal in TDI outputs
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Bayesian inference
‣ Data are given 

‣ The uncertainties are on the model / parameters 

‣ Our prior knowledge is updated by what we learn from the 
data, as measured by the likelihood to give our posterior 
state of knowledge.
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Bayesian inference
‣ Bayes theorem: 

‣ “Everything” about the parameters is in the posterior 
distribution 
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p(a|d) = p(a) p(d|a)
p(d)

posterior distribution evidence

likelihood  prior
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Bayesian inference
‣ Confidence interval = credible interval (degree of belief): 

area under the posterior between one parameter value and 
another

115
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Fig. 8 Definition of a Bayesian credible interval for parameter estimation. Here we construct a symmetric
95% credible interval centered on the mode of the distribution

3.3.1 Bayesian parameter estimation

In Bayesian inference, a parameter, e.g., a, is estimated in terms of its posterior dis-
tribution, p(a|d), in light of the observed data d. As discussed in the introduction to
this section, the posterior p(a|d) can be calculated from the likelihood p(d|a) and the
prior probability distribution p(a) using Bayes’ theorem

p(a|d) = p(d|a)p(a)
p(d)

. (3.14)

The posterior distribution tells you everything you need to know about the parameter,
although you might sometimes want to reduce it to a few numbers—e.g., its mode,
mean, standard deviation, etc.

Given a posterior distribution p(a|d), a Bayesian confidence interval (often called
a credible interval given the Bayesian interpretation of probability as degree of belief,
or state of knowledge, about an event) is simply defined in terms of the area under
the posterior between one parameter value and another. This is illustrated graphically
in Fig. 8, for the case of a 95% symmetric credible interval, centered on the mode of
the distribution amode. If the posterior distribution depends on two parameters a and
b, but you really only care about a, then you can obtain the posterior distribution for
a by marginalizing the joint distribution p(a, b|d) over b:

p(a|d) =
!

db p(a, b|d) =
!

db p(a|b, d)p(b), (3.15)

where the second equality follows from the relationship between joint probabilities
and conditional probabilities, e.g., p(a|b, d)p(b) = p(a, b|d). Variables that you
don’t particularly care about (e.g., the variance of the detector noise as opposed to
the strength of a gravitational-wave signal) are called nuisance parameters. Although
nuisance parameters can be handled in a straight-forward manner using Bayesian
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Model of the signal
‣ In a model of the GW signal in the output data (TDI), 2 

modifications have to be considered: 
• Response of the detector to GW: arm response 
• Time Delay Interferometry
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Analysis of galactic binaries
‣ Characteristics of the problem 

• Simple model: quasi-monochromatic 
• Large number of sources  
• Sources at low frequency (f<10mHz) 
• Distributed in the galaxy => more around the Galactic Center
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Analysis of galactic binaries
‣ Example of technics (developed for MLDC): 

• Metropolis–Hastings Monte Carlo (MHMC) [Cornish & Crowder]: 
- separate runs for overlapping frequency bands 
- different hypothesized numbers of sources;  
- model comparison to determine the most probable number of 

sources in each band.  
=> 19,324 sources identified ! 

• Template-bank–based matched-filtering [Prix&Whelan, Krolak et al.] 
- Fstatistic: analytical maximization of the likelihood over some par  
- template bank  
- frequency bands
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Analysis of galactic binaries
‣ Verification binaries: 

• Check the instrument 
• Analysis 

- prior on the parameters                                         
that are already measure 

- better estimation of the                                
others parameters 

‣ The non-resolved GBs will                                               
form a foreground for the                           
other sources 
=> Add a component in the noise Sn.
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SMBHBs
‣ Characteristics: 

• 17 parameters 
• waveforms: 

- inspiral: semi-analytic (PN) 
- merger: numerical relativity 
- ring-down: analytic 

• duration: day to month 
• model: semi-analytic approximation: 

- Spinning Effective One Body 
- PhemomC, D, P 

• 10-100 events/years
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propagation time, the events have a combined signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 24 [45].
Only the LIGO detectors were observing at the time of

GW150914. The Virgo detector was being upgraded,
and GEO 600, though not sufficiently sensitive to detect
this event, was operating but not in observational
mode. With only two detectors the source position is
primarily determined by the relative arrival time and
localized to an area of approximately 600 deg2 (90%
credible region) [39,46].
The basic features of GW150914 point to it being

produced by the coalescence of two black holes—i.e.,
their orbital inspiral and merger, and subsequent final black
hole ringdown. Over 0.2 s, the signal increases in frequency
and amplitude in about 8 cycles from 35 to 150 Hz, where
the amplitude reaches a maximum. The most plausible
explanation for this evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting
masses, m1 and m2, due to gravitational-wave emission. At
the lower frequencies, such evolution is characterized by
the chirp mass [11]

M ¼ ðm1m2Þ3=5

ðm1 þm2Þ1=5
¼ c3

G

!
5

96
π−8=3f−11=3 _f

"
3=5

;

where f and _f are the observed frequency and its time
derivative and G and c are the gravitational constant and
speed of light. Estimating f and _f from the data in Fig. 1,
we obtain a chirp mass of M≃ 30M⊙, implying that the
total mass M ¼ m1 þm2 is ≳70M⊙ in the detector frame.
This bounds the sum of the Schwarzschild radii of the
binary components to 2GM=c2 ≳ 210 km. To reach an
orbital frequency of 75 Hz (half the gravitational-wave
frequency) the objects must have been very close and very
compact; equal Newtonian point masses orbiting at this
frequency would be only ≃350 km apart. A pair of
neutron stars, while compact, would not have the required
mass, while a black hole neutron star binary with the
deduced chirp mass would have a very large total mass,
and would thus merge at much lower frequency. This
leaves black holes as the only known objects compact
enough to reach an orbital frequency of 75 Hz without
contact. Furthermore, the decay of the waveform after it
peaks is consistent with the damped oscillations of a black
hole relaxing to a final stationary Kerr configuration.
Below, we present a general-relativistic analysis of
GW150914; Fig. 2 shows the calculated waveform using
the resulting source parameters.

III. DETECTORS

Gravitational-wave astronomy exploits multiple, widely
separated detectors to distinguish gravitational waves from
local instrumental and environmental noise, to provide
source sky localization, and to measure wave polarizations.
The LIGO sites each operate a single Advanced LIGO

detector [33], a modified Michelson interferometer (see
Fig. 3) that measures gravitational-wave strain as a differ-
ence in length of its orthogonal arms. Each arm is formed
by two mirrors, acting as test masses, separated by
Lx ¼ Ly ¼ L ¼ 4 km. A passing gravitational wave effec-
tively alters the arm lengths such that the measured
difference is ΔLðtÞ ¼ δLx − δLy ¼ hðtÞL, where h is the
gravitational-wave strain amplitude projected onto the
detector. This differential length variation alters the phase
difference between the two light fields returning to the
beam splitter, transmitting an optical signal proportional to
the gravitational-wave strain to the output photodetector.
To achieve sufficient sensitivity to measure gravitational

waves, the detectors include several enhancements to the
basic Michelson interferometer. First, each arm contains a
resonant optical cavity, formed by its two test mass mirrors,
that multiplies the effect of a gravitational wave on the light
phase by a factor of 300 [48]. Second, a partially trans-
missive power-recycling mirror at the input provides addi-
tional resonant buildup of the laser light in the interferometer
as a whole [49,50]: 20Wof laser input is increased to 700W
incident on the beam splitter, which is further increased to
100 kW circulating in each arm cavity. Third, a partially
transmissive signal-recycling mirror at the output optimizes

FIG. 2. Top: Estimated gravitational-wave strain amplitude
from GW150914 projected onto H1. This shows the full
bandwidth of the waveforms, without the filtering used for Fig. 1.
The inset images show numerical relativity models of the black
hole horizons as the black holes coalesce. Bottom: The Keplerian
effective black hole separation in units of Schwarzschild radii
(RS ¼ 2GM=c2) and the effective relative velocity given by the
post-Newtonian parameter v=c ¼ ðGMπf=c3Þ1=3, where f is the
gravitational-wave frequency calculated with numerical relativity
and M is the total mass (value from Table I).

PRL 116, 061102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
12 FEBRUARY 2016

061102-3
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SMBHBs analysis
‣ Examples of technics (developed for MLDC3-2010, inspiral 

only but spinning => precessing): 
• Multimodal genetic algorithm with A-statistic [Petiteau et al.] 

• MultiNest with A-statisitc [Bridges et al.] 

• Tempered Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm [Arnaud et al.] 

• Two stages search using a non-spinning MBH search & 
MultiNest [Brown et al.] 

• Parallel tempered MHMC algorithm using thermostated/
frequency annealing [Cornish et al.]
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Spinning MBHB: MLDC 3.2
‣ Results :
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Conclusion
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‣ LISA will observe gravitational wave sources in the frequency band 
0.2 - 100 mHz: large number of sources: binaries, backgrounds, … 

‣ Complex instrument with very high precision metrology: free-fall, long 
arm interferometry, … 

‣ Good technology readiness: key aspects validated by LISAPathfinder 

‣ Pre-processing of data to reduce noises => 2 scientific data channels 
containing all the GW informations to be extracted 

‣ LISA Data Analysis is challenging but tractable 

‣ LISA has been accepted and is detailed definition phase. 

‣ Increasing activities on instrument side and data analysis
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Thank you
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